Government Needs Metallurgists In War Program

In the mobilization of manpower for the civilian war effort of the Government there is a continuing call for scientifically and technologically trained men and women. Among those urgently needed are Metallurgists for work in connection with specific problems in the field of metallurgy—problems connected with some phase of the War Program.

The Civil Service Commission is recruiting Metallurgists under two new examinations recently announced. Announcement No. 338 for positions paying $7,800 to $9,000 and Announcement No. 254 for junior grade positions paying $6,000.

The requirements of the examinations have been modified and college teaching in metallurgy is now accepted as professional experience. For the higher grade positions ($2,600 to $4,100) the requirements now are: completion of a four-year course with major study in metallurgy or closely allied subjects and a minimum of two years of professional experience (which may be ingenuity in teaching in metallurgy.) Additional experience will be required for the higher grades.

For the junior grade positions ($2,600 to $4,100), the requirements are: (1) completion of a four-year college course in metallurgy or metallurgical engineering; or (2) completion of a four-year course in an allied subject supplemented by (a) one year of paid experience in metallurgy (which may include college teaching), or (b) 15 semester hours in metallurgy or metallurgical engineering, or (c) two War Training courses in metallurgy. Applications will be accepted from college Junior.

...we remember how Ark of the Institute Room planned to rob in the nativity parade of its six cents per dance at his club at the Penatea. A par.

...he frown on riding in public conveyances while attired in formal attire.

...decided to start off the year—please con.

...to the desire to hear suggestions from members of the Senior class. The Committee particularly wishes to encourage members of the class to attend the event for Friday Night spots are still over...